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A Workshop on Re-negotiating Parent-Child Relationships When Living Together
Introduction
More college students in California are living with their parents due to socioeconomic
factors. Some of these socioeconomic factors are: the cost of housing, the cost of college and
recently the COVID pandemic. The COVID outbreak has forced millions of Americans,
especially students, to move in with family members. In July of 2020, 52% of young adults lived
with one or more parents compared to 47% in February of 2020 (Fry et al., 2020). This may be
challenging for college students, it can leave them feeling in a state of . According to Heath
(2021), “They’re connected to their parents, yet they’re trying to be independent.” For some
young adults, this chance of moving home creates an opportunity to reduce expenses, but it also
decreases their sense of privacy and independence. To improve the relationship between the adult
children and their parents while managing the competing demands of being back home, I created
a one day workshop for students at California State University Monterey Bay.

Needs Statement
Being an emerging adult or a “boomerang child” as some call it, has become more
acceptable within the past year. An emerging adult is an adult that has left the dependency of
childhood and adolescence, but has not yet taken on the responsibilities that are normative in
adulthood. For example, buying a house, starting a family, or finishing education.Although most
college students are in the emerging adulthood phase, some have taken on some responsibilities
of adulthood. College students living by themselves, getting a job, continuing their education,
and taking on their own responsibilities has them one step closer to adulthood. Having those
responsibilities stripped due to the pandemic and/or other socioeconomic factors is leading
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students to move in with their parents. Moving in with parents and having to renegotiate their
relationship while managing competing demands of being back home can create tension in the
household.
In January of 2020, a new outbreak of an infectious disease was announced, this
infectious disease became known as the Coronavirus (COVID-19). In a span of three months the
world changed, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared a public health emergency, cities
were being placed on stay at home orders, people were losing their jobs, and schools were
closing; forcing students to switch to online schooling. What was meant to be a two week
lockdown, turned into a year. The COVID outbreak has forced millions of Americans, especially
students, to move in with family members. In July of 2020, 52% of young adults lived with one
or more parents compared to 47% in February of 2020 (Fry et al., 2020). The prevalence among
those 18-24 at the end of 2020, living with parents, was almost entirely university students.
Jeffrey Arnett is known for his theory on emerging adulthood (Arnett, 2000). This theory
is proposed as a new conception of development for the period from the late teens through the
twenties, focusing on the ages 18-25. He argues that this period is neither adolescence or young
adulthood but theoretically distinct from both (Arnett, 2000). Emerging adulthood is a time
distinguished by independence from social roles and from normal expectations; it involves
leaving the dependency of childhood and adolescence, but not yet entering the responsibilities
that are normal in adulthood.
The parent-child relationship is one of the most long-lasting and emotionally intense
social ties. According to Birditt et al. (2010), two of the schisms that characterize the parent and
adult child tie include independence (also referred to as: care of self) and the importance placed
on the relationship. Studies have shown that tension between the parent and adult child covers a
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large range of topics, one being, parents are more emotionally invested in the relationship than
are adult children. For some parents, this is getting involved in their adult child's routine, for
some adult children this is having their routine thrown off because of their parents.
In March of 2020 the pandemic took away the independence from many college students,
forcing them to move back in with their parents. To some, moving back in means moving back in
with rules and more expectations. According to Levin (2020), some college students feel like
they are in high school again, having their parents enforce strict rules and restrictions. Some of
those rules and restrictions are having to ask permission to see friends, setting curfews,
demanding family time. According to Heath (2021), this situation can be very stressful even
when young adults are very fortunate; the biggest challenge is they are their parents and will
always parent no matter how old they are. For example, Hayden Frierdich, a senior college
student states, “After living so long without your parents, you can’t do it again. It drives you
crazy” (Levin 2020). These adjustments have left students adapting to not only a new living
situation but to online schooling, social distancing and social isolation.
Another challenging area for college students is the competing demands of living at home
with parents and other family members. Some competing demands are: friends, family,
academics, and work. For some college students, living with their parents can affect their
academic performance. For example, Angela Kang, a 22 year old senior, and her twin brother
had to move back in with their parents due to the pandemic. She states “We’re all kind of locked
in different rooms with our online life and conference calls”. She has struggled to focus with her
remote-learning classes in the absence of the typical school day routine (Levin 2020). Another
academic challenging area for college students is finding a quiet space in the house to focus on
academics. Postsecondary enrollments dropped 2.5% in the fall of 2020, nearly twice the rate of
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decline from a year earlier, according to the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center’s
December 2020 report. “I chose to take a gap year mainly because I didn’t have the best
experience with the spring semester of 2020, when we decided to go virtual. Being a first-gen
college student, it was really hard to find work-life balance and find a place to study at home,”
said Montoya (Rodriguez 2021). Another student has found it hard to focus on academics
because her family is constantly wanting family time, juggling the two has forced her to take a
gap semester in order to focus on her family.
Along with facing rules, restrictions, as well as academic distractions, another challenge
for students living with their parents is the loss of privacy. From living on their own, having their
own space, to possibly sharing a room or a space in the house can be very frustrating. Pinsker
(2020) spoke with a 21-year-old in Colorado who has been sleeping on a futon in the living room
of a two-bedroom apartment he shares with his mother and grandmother, said “It’s cramped, to
be honest” (Pinsker, 2020). Many students are feeling the struggle of having their privacy taken
away from them by having to stay with others in the house.
Given that independence, academics, and privacy are of concern, I have created a
workshop to improve relationship skills between the college students and their parents, for
students at CSUMB.

Theory
Jeffery Arnett’s theory of emerging adulthood is proposed as a new conception of
development for the period from the late teens through the twenties, focusing on the ages 18-25
(Arnett, 2020). Over the past half century, demographic shifts have taken place making it hard
for late teens and early twenties to transition into adult roles. Within the last year itself,
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socioeconomic demographics of this country have changed drastically, colleges shifted from in
person to online schooling, jobs closed, and the housing market skyrocketed. These changes have
made it extremely hard for young adults to transition into the adult stage of their life forcing
some to remain at home with their parents and others to return home.
This theory applies to my targeted group because most college students in the Human
Development classes are 18-25 years old and in the emerging adulthood stage of life. According
to Arnett’s theory, members of this age group are at a time distinguished by independence from
social roles and from normal expectations; leaving the dependency of childhood and
adolescence, but not yet entering the responsibilities that are normal in adulthood.

Consideration of Diversity
I expect my targeted audience to be of mixed cultural backgrounds, and a mix of
ethnicities. According to College Factual (2021), 47.6% of the students attending California
State University Monterey Bay (CSUMB) are Hispanic, 25.7% are white, 5.7% are Asian, and
3.39% are African American. My targeted audience is expected to be male and female, with a
higher percentage of females. The full time CSUMB undergraduate population is made up of
63.1% female, and 36.9% male. I expect my audience to be bilingual, and speak different
languages other than English.
The differences in my audience helped influence the creation of my project. The
difference in the cultural backgrounds and how they influence the way students live and have
lived over the past year has influenced my project. A Hispanic student being forced to move
back in with her parents might face different challenges than an Asian student moving back in
with their parents. The range in characteristics in all of the students is very different and very
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much the same. They all come from different backgrounds but can face the same challenges of
an emerging adult. My project is created for an inclusive group of participants but also for a
diverse group of participants. This workshop will be effective for those of different
socioeconomic statuses, different backgrounds, and different cultures.

Learning Outcomes
I intend to provide a one hour workshop to Junior students enrolled in Human
Development and Family Studies class at California State University Monterey Bay.
By the end of the project, participants will:
1. Indicate two sources of tension they have experienced and how they can reduce them
2. Specify how to set boundaries with parents and family members in the house
3. Identify the competing demands of a college student and how to balance them

Method
Participants
The expected location of the presentation is California State University Monterey Bay,
Monterey, California. The expected number of participants is 15-20 students. The targeted age
group of the participants for this presentation is 18-25. The expected sociodemographics for the
participants are male and female, multiple cultures and ethnicities, lower and middle
socioeconomic status, college students, and bilingual. A Pew Research Center report based on
data from the monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) showed that nearly half of 18- to
29-year-olds in the United States were living with one or both of their parents in March 2020.
(Creamer et al., 2020)
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This presentation will be a one day workshop that involves three sections: learning the
sources of tension they are experiencing that are common for adult children returning back
home, learning to specify and set boundaries with parents, family, and friends, and lastly,
identifying three tips for balancing family, friends, and academics.

Procedures and Material
The first thing I will do is pull up my presentation slides, introduce myself, and ask the
participants how they are doing. Then I will explain to them why I am there, then ask them to get
out of their seat and stretch to get their blood flowing. Then when they are sitting back down I
will bring their attention to my screen. (See Appendix A for the powerpoint presentation) On the
screen will be Jeffery Arnett’s theory of emerging adulthood. I will discuss the theory with the
students, then ask them to raise their hands if they are between the ages of 18 and 20, then 21 and
25. I will then ask them to raise their hands if they are currently living with their parents, and if
they are to give me a few reasons as to why they are. After the students have stated their answers
I will draw the attention back to the shared screen. The screen being shared will have a list of
different socioeconomic reasons as to why adults between the ages of 18 and 25 are currently
living with their parents. See Appendix A for the slide. After going through the slide I will have
them break into groups of two for three minutes to discuss which one(s) on the list they can
relate to, or not relate to. When they are done I will have a few share their responses with the
class.
I will then continue onto the next slide of the presentation, the screen will show a list of
common feelings they can be feeling due to living at home with their parents. See Appendix A
for the slide. After discussing what is on the slide, I will ask them to share some feelings they
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have been experiencing with the class. I will open the floor for discussion and write the
responses on the white board, I will then ask for a few of them to share how they eliminate their
stress and tension being home. I will write responses on the white board and ask for a discussion
about ways others can eliminate the tensions and stress they are feeling. Then I will share some
tips and solutions to help with how they are feeling and how to cope with it. Some of the tips are:
talk to peers about their experiences, manage their mental health, remind themselves that this
transition is normal, that living at home means having parents as roommates and to establish a
routine.
After going over tips and solutions I will move onto the next screen. It will have
questions such as: have you set boundaries with your parents? What are the boundaries you have
set for yourself? See Appendix A for the presentation slide. I will have them discuss with one
another, and then share. I will then go to the next slide, it will have a list of boundaries to set for
themselves and for their parents. The list will show: separate living and working spaces, do your
own laundry, and discuss expectations. Once we have gone through the tips I will ask them to
shout out more tips and I will write them on the white board for others to write down if needed.
I will then continue onto the next slide, this slide will have a survey. See Appendix A for
the presentation slide. The survey will contain 4 categories with the numbers 1 to 5, the four
categories will be academics, family, work, and friends. The students will be asked to raise their
hands at the level of difficulty they feel in each category, 1 being easy and 5 being hard. After the
students take the survey, we will discuss the categories and how hard it is to balance them. I will
ask them how they think they can balance the four categories, and then we will have a discussion
about how they can actually balance them. We will move onto the next slide, that slide will have
some tips they can use to help. The tips are: set aside time for themselves, set times for family
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time, put academics first, and make a calendar with a routine to make sure they have time for
everything. This slide will complete my powerpoint presentation.
After completing my powerpoint presentation I will ask them if they have any questions
or comments. Then I will hand out a paper survey for them to fill out. The survey will contain a
list of questions rating how they felt before and after the presentation. I will then thank them for
their time and their participation.
Results
I could not execute my project due to COVID-19 therefore I do not have results.

Discussion
I could not execute my project due to COVID-19 therefore I do not have a discussion.
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Appendix B
After powerpoint presentation for students
Workshop Survey
Thank you for listening to my PowerPoint presentation and for participating! Your
feedback is very important to me!
1.

How were you feeling before this workshop?

________________________________________________________________________
2.

Do you live at home with your parents?

________________________________________________________________________
3.

Did this workshop help you with how you have been feeling?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
4.

Did you learn anything from this workshop? If so, what is the one thing you can

take from this workshop and use in your life at home?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
5.

How are you feeling after the workshop?

________________________________________________________________________
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